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Discover the new GEST Connect App
The seven-star service call system at sea and shore

CONNECT
APP



GEST is created to enable the highest service 

level, either on land or sea. Embark on a new 

era of luxury service with the groundbreaking 

GEST Connect App, a cutting-edge innovation 

designed to redefine the way a guest engages 

with service, making them feel at home.

All that guest needs to do is download the 

app and enter the code provided by the crew. 

Service has never been more accessible.

GEST has been the leading service call system 

in exclusive settings for many years. The most 

iconic superyachts and luxury residences have 

the GEST devices on the table, customized in 

the most beautiful versions. With the addition of 

the GEST Connect App, this service quality will 

further increase, while it is even easier for the 

crew.
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Discover the 
most luxury service
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Select a location

Personalized calls

General call 
for service

Panic button
Chat with crew
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Instant guest access to service operation 

(personal service call button). 

Offer personalized preferences per individual 

guest.

Send service announcements to guests.

Interactive and personal chat, including image 

and video sharing, and the option for a guest 

to send voice messages.

Works both online and offline.

Optional location detection and sharing.

Discover GEST’s Connect App

Keyfeatures

What sets the GEST Connect App apart is 

its ability to complement the physical GEST 

button by establishing seamless communication 

between the two. GEST is all about convenience, 

for both guests, crew and staff.

Already have the GEST buttons?
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Offer guests a next level of personal and 

interactive service.

No need for guests to disclose their personal 

phone number.

The app can be tailored to the yacht’s or 

property’s look & feel.

It connects seamlessly to the existing service 

operation.

The perfect match with GEST service call 

devices.

Why the GEST Connect App?

Yacht & Hospitality 
Managers

Choosing for GEST has been 

absolutely the right decision in terms 

of quality, setup, and perfect design 

matching the superyacht standards.

Captain M/Y OKTO
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Manage all service calls in 1 place.

Handle service calls on smart watches, mobile 

devices, tablets, radios or other preferred 

devices.

Configure guest preferences and system 

access in the GEST management portal.

Integrate easily in your existing automation 

system.

End-to-end solution, works completely stand-

alone.

Why the GEST Connect App?

Crew & Staff

Our in-house service was elevated 

to a new level with the GEST 

Connect App. We can now serve 

our guests in a way that is far more 

interactive and personalized.

House Manager, USA
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Smart interactions

Easy to set up
and to use

1 Guest downloads the app

4 Guest makes a call

5 Crew is notified

7 Excellent service

2 Guest scans the provided QR 
or enters the code

3 Connected to 7-star service
personized to the individual

6 Guest knows someone is 
coming

Setting up the GEST Connect App is as simple as 

scanning a QR code.

Using the GEST Connect App is instinctive. A 

standard or priority service request is easily 

differentiated by touching the steward call 

button for two or five seconds. GEST’s subtle 

sound and light indicate the state of the call.



A product by YachtCloud

Exploring new 
depths of luxury

Like the early explorers, we must be persistent in 

challenging ourselves. Let’s dive into technologies 

that go far beyond what we’re used to. Let’s 

create new experiences. Let’s evoke the purest 

emotion by elevating ‘things’ into ‘art’. Entering 

the next level of luxury. We see and believe. We 

create, refine and promise. From sea to shore, we 

are pushing the limits of intuitive technologies 

and true luxury experiences. Continuing 

our quest to challenge, innovate and exceed 

expectations.

Visit us in Rotterdam or at www.yachtcloud.com

+31 10 820 02 52  |  info@yachtcloud.com


